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Synopsis 
l-.. - 
Partla1 discharge (PD) IS one of the major factors causing insulation darnageT 
power transformers If the insulation detenoration caused by PD activlty can be 
immediately detected then incipient faults can be identified and preventive maintenance 
undertaken 
PD measurement and ~ t s  interpretation on transformers represent a far more 
complex and intricate task than that on other HV apparatus like cables and capacitors A 
transformer IS an induct~ve device As the PD pulse propagates along the transformer 
windlng, ~t is both attenuated and distorted with charactenstic resonances 
Wlth the avalability of enhanced computing power and digtal signal processing 
techmques, vanous methods are belng exploited for the type of PD identification and 
localization in transformers. In the present work a model study has been done to use 
wavelet and neural network for identification and localization of PD in transformers 
The thesis is presented in six chapters and two appendices 
Chapter 1 gves a bnef ~ntroduction and relevant literature survey The 
Importance of PD detection and Iocalization in transformer and the associated problems 
are discussed Brief appra~sal of the research activity In this field hghlighting the 
modem techniques like fkequency spectrum analysis, digtal filtering, application of 
fuzzy logrc, orthogonal transforms, transfer function, VHF and UHF measurements, 
DSP, appllcat~on of wavelets is presented 
In chapter 2 on the statement of the problem, the pnmary objectives of t h s  
research work, are defined. 
Study the use af wavelet and neural network in identiflmg the PD type and 
localization In transfarmers with the help of a simple and general model wlndrng 
Use simulated model defects (1) oil corona with point-plane electrode, (11) 
surface discharge with point-plane electrode and (111) surface discharge with rod-plane 
electrode 
Chapter 3 descnbes the transformer wind~ng model, the simulated model 
defects, the expenmental set-up and the expenmental procedure Thirty PD pulses &om 
each of the three model defects were injected at vanous taps along the w~nding and the 
corresponding responses at the neutral end and bushing end were recorded w~th  the help 
of a digtal storage oscilloscope This data was then transferred to a computer for fbrther 
processing 
Chapter 4 gves the expenmental results, which are the DSO records of the 
injected PD pulses and their responses at the neutral and bushing ends. 
In chapter 5 the method adopted for the analysis of the recorded data is 
explamed in detail The signals recorded at the neutral and bushing ends were 
decomposed using the discrete wavelet transform @WT) The 'sym3' wavelet was used 
for the analysis. The approximate and deta1 coefficients were obtained at five different 
levels of decomposition L1 to L5 The approximate coefic~ents only were used as 
features of the recorded PD responses The feature patterns formed were used for 
traxnmg and teshng the NN A three-layer rnultilayer perceptron neural network traned 
wth baclcpropagation algonthm was used Three cases were exarmned for tramng the 
NN, case (1) with first five patterns, case (2) with first ten patterns and case (3) wrth 
first fifteen patterns The remaining patterns were used for testing The analysis camed 
out has a three-way approach. (a) Identification of defect type, (b) identification of 
location and (c) ~dentification of defect type as well as location. 
Chapter 6 is on discussion and conclusion The results of analysis are presented 
in convenient tables and graphical forms The resuIts show that at level L3 
decomposition and wth fifteen patterns used for traimng, the recogtugon rates are the 
best as shown in the follow~ng 
a) 98% recognition rate for corona in 011. 92% recognit~on rate for svrface 
discharges 
b) 100% recognltlon rate for tap identification 
c)  100% recognition rate for defect and tap ~dent~fication 
A good number of cases have shown 100% success rate 
Based on the model study for the PD defect identlficatlon and localization the 
following conclusions can be drawn - 
1 Comblnat~on of wavelet and neural network can be adopted 
2 The recognition rates depend on the level of decomposit~on 
The number of patterns used for trainlng also affects the recogn~tlon rates 
A bnef theory of cont~nuous wavelet transform (CWT) and discrete wavelet 
transform (DWT) is gven in Append~x-A Information about the 'syrn3' wavelet used in 
the present work IS also glven The backpropagation algonthrn used for traimng the NN 
is gwen in bnef Appendix-B gves sample plots of feature patterns used for training and 
testing the NN 
